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More than 100 music channels
to choose from

Music channels
updated regularly

100% commercial free

The ideal music
for your business
Offer your consumers an
unforgettable experience
with music that enhances
their in-store shopping.
Choose from Stingray
Business’ wide catalogue of
curated channels to set the
mood that matches your
brand. Access exceptional
curated music channels for
the best background music
available today.

Fully licensed music and screened
of inappropriate content

Curated by our
team of music experts
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Classic Rock

Lounge Cocktail

Feeling a little rowdy? Turn up the volume on
these timeless classic rock tracks of the ‘70s, ‘80s
and ‘90s.

It’s always sunny when you put on these warm,
loungy grooves.
S360-1-154

S360-1-001

Hit List
Keep up with what’s hot on today’s charts with
this skillfully curated collection of hit songs.

2000s Pop
Chart-topping pop hits of the 2000s are
guaranteed crowd-pleasers.
S360-1-113

S360-1-007

Stingray Hot FM
An accessible and mainstream selection of pop
hits from the past two decades.

2010s Pop
Chart-topping pop hits of the 2010s are
guaranteed crowd-pleasers.
S360-1-247

S360-1-452

Classic Hits

‘60s Pop

The classics from the ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s.

Chart-topping pop hits of the ‘60s are
guaranteed crowd-pleasers.

S360-1-476

S360-1-266
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‘70s Pop

Adult Alternative

Chart-topping pop hits of the ‘70s are
guaranteed crowd-pleasers.

An unexpected blend of alternative adult pop
and rock tracks of today and decades past.

S360-1-010

S360-1-004

‘80s and ‘90s Pop Rock

Adult Contemporary

If you remember sewing shoulder pads into
all your tops and proudly wearing acid wash
overalls, these were probably some of your
favourite songs.

A blend of contemporary and classic adult pop
and rock hits.

S360-1-2220

‘80s Pop
Chart-topping pop hits of the ‘80s are
guaranteed crowd-pleasers.
S360-1-009

‘90s Alternative & Pop Rock
Covering the full spectrum of ‘90s alternative
rock, this selection will satisfy even the most
veteran listeners.
S360-1-006

‘90s Pop
Chart-topping pop hits of the ‘90s are
guaranteed crowd-pleasers.
S360-1-008

Acoustic Guitar Rock

S360-1-012

Adult Contemporary
Progressive Holiday
A blend of contemporary and classic adult pop,
rock hits & Christmas songs. Also available in a
bilingual version (English/French) as Quebec
Palmarès Adulte Noel Progressif (S360-1-208).
S360-1-213

Adult Pop Italian Mix
A perfectly balanced mix of hit Italian songs with
chart-topping pop tracks.
S360-1-112

Adult Pop Quebec
A blend of warm contemporary pop and the best
of today’s Quebec contemporary pop artists.
S360-1-203

Adult R&B

The acoustic guitar is the starring instrument in
these rock gems, featuring indie and mainstream
artists.

The sweetest and sexiest R&B jams by both
veterans and up-and-comers.

S360-1-268

S360-1-014
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African Jams

Baroque Sunrise

The best in contemporary African music.

Set a hushed and soothing mood with this
collection of baroque pieces by history’s greatest
composers.

S360-1-042

All Funk
A danceable collection of old school funk to set a
party mood.
S360-1-015

All That Jazz
Make it an elegant day soundtracked by an
entrancing collection of jazz standard.
S360-1-036

Alternative R&B
Modern R&B with an alternative edge, featuring
electronic, pop, and hip-hop music.
S360-1-258

An Introduction to Opera
Grandiose yet accessible, this choice collection
is your introduction to the greatest operas of all
time.
S360-1-2238

Around the World
Your sonic passport for a trip around the world.
Discover the beautiful musical cultures of all
continents.

S360-1-2232

Beach Mood
Sun’s up! A mix of old-school surf with more
recent surf rock and reggae.
S360-1-128

Best of Canada Pop
We’re happy to support Canadian artists with this
mix of homegrown pop hits from the ‘90s until
today.
S360-1-264

Best of Canada Rock
We’re proud to support our homegrown
musicians by offering this selection of the best
classic and alternative rock hits which exclusively
features Canadian artists.
S360-1-263

Billboard Retro
Take a walk down memory lane with these
instantly recognizable upbeat songs from the
‘70s to today.
S360-1-060

S360-1-712
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Blues Rock

Chill Lounge

Nothing beats some good ol’ classic rock. Turn
back time and enjoy rebellious tracks of the late
‘50s and ‘60s.

The swanky and groovy sounds of downtempo
electronica, trip hop, and acid jazz.
S360-1-023

S360-1-028

Cantonese
Cantonese pop hits from the ‘70s to the present.
S360-1-4036

Chill Lounge (Instrumental)
A collection of easy listening instrumental music
sampling elements of hip-hop beats, funk bass
lines, and jazz.
S360-1-103

Carnaval do Brasil

Chillhop

Bring home the exhilaration of the Rio Carnival
with these pulsating samba rhythms. This is
music to make you dance all day, all night and
straight into the next morning.

A collection of easy listening instrumental music
sampling elements of hip-hop beats, funk bass
lines, and jazz.

S360-1-4056

S360-1-255

Chansons

Classic Sambas

Songs about life in the language of love, to bring
out the “joie de vivre” within you.

Samba is the symbol of Brazil and the Brazilian
Carnival. Here you have the best of classic samba,
the most popular Brazilian cultural expressions.

S360-1-4029

S360-1-4058

Chic Cocktail Hour

Classical Calm

Relive the birth of the cocktail hour. Pour yourself
a martini and listen to these jazz and big band
classics of the ‘40s and ‘50s. Classy!

A peaceful and calming collection of chamber
music performed by world-class wind quartets.

S360-1-2106

S360-1-2234

Chill Electro Pop
In the mood for something different? Discover
the mellow side of electronic music.
S360-1-153
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Classical India

Crooners

Classical ragas from great artists featuring
traditional instruments such as the sitar, tabla,
and bansuri. May contain sensitive material.

A classic collection of the greatest crooners and
vocal legends of all times.
S360-1-065

S360-1-4034

Coffee House Indie
& Folk Blend
An uplifting and energetic blend of today’s indie
rock.

Dance Club Today
& Electro Big Beats
High-energy contemporary dance and electronic
music.
S360-1-257

S360-1-2342

Contemporary Instrumentals
Smooth contemporary jazz and relaxing
instrumentals with just the right touch of blues.

Dance Hits
Current popular dance hits and remixes sure to
keep the mood upbeat!
S360-1-021

S360-1-461

Contemporary Jazz
Popular jazz hits of the ‘80s onwards, all with
distinctive musical influences from across the
globe.

Dance Retro
Set the mood for dancing! These old-school
rhythmic, disco, and dance beats from the ‘70s
and ‘80s will have everyone tapping their feet.
S360-1-022

S360-1-483

Country Classics

Disco ‘70s
Classic ‘70s disco hits.

Go back in time with the classics of country
music. Some of the best tracks of the ‘50s, ‘60s,
and ‘70s.

S360-1-243

S360-1-019

Emerging Indie Rock

Country Hits ‘80s & ‘90s

Discover this collection of emerging indie rock,
lo-fi, indie folk, and dream pop artists.

The biggest country stars and hit songs of the
‘80s and ‘90s.
S360-1-018

S360-1-1657
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Espana

French Café

Spanish hits from the ‘70s till today.

The ultimate French immersion! Let these smooth
melodies transport you to a Parisian café.

S360-1-701

S360-1-130

Fiddler’s Delight

Fresh Dance Pop

Irresistibly upbeat! Get your fill of banjos, fiddle
and mandolins with this channel of instrumental
bluegrass.

Contemporary pop and dance music on the
verge of discovery.

S360-1-2083

S360-1-256

France Classique

Greek Music

Oh la la! Tune in to everyone’s favourite classic
French songs.

Bring home the Mediterranean with these current
and classic Greek tracks.

S360-1-035

S360-1-700

France Kitsch

Guitar Moods

Songs that reigned the top of the French charts
in the ‘80s and ‘90s.

An exquisite collection of pop, classical and
jazz and guitar pieces that produce a serene
ambiance.

S360-1-034

S360-1-046

France Palmarès
Today’s biggest hit songs on the French music
scene.
S360-1-033

Franco Contemporain
Let yourself be transported by the catchiest
French-language songs of the past decades.
S360-1-066

Hit List Quebec
A guaranteed crowd-pleaser for music lovers
of all ages. All the biggest Quebec hits, both in
English and French.
S360-1-202

Hit List Radio Edit
It’s what you’d expect. A steady stream of
today’s hottest hits with recent favourites and
the odd track that you simply must hear! Great
songs, guaranteed. May contained explicit lyrics.
S360-1-301
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Hot Country

Indie Rock

All of the biggest country songs of the past
decade.

Forget the mainstream! Take a tour of the unique
contemporary indie and electro rock scene.

S360-1-017

S360-1-003

Hot Havana Nights

Indigenous Canada

Open your best rum and take in the seductive
sounds of warm summer nights in Havana.

This exclusive channel is a showcase of Canada’s
top Indigenous artists from the past to today.
From singer/songwriters to pop, rock, hip-hop
and blues, you’ll be electrified by the range and
diversity of musical talent.

S360-1-2160

House Club

S360-1-086

Take a walk off the beaten path with this
selection of underground minimal house, deep
house, and tech house.

Italian

S360-1-024

Current music from Italy and past classics, that
will transport you to a beautiful piazza in Rome.

House Vocal
Current and classic house music vocals.
S360-1-262

Indie Dance
High-energy electronic music that pushes the
stylistic boundaries of the genre.
S360-1-020

Indie Folk

S360-1-4061

Italian Bistro
All the best music from Italian and ItalianAmerican artists!
S360-1-070

Jazz Standards Instrumentals
Looking to create a cozy and elegant
atmosphere? All you need is this colllection of
timeless instrumental jazz standards.
S360-1-101

A collection of gentle indie rock and folk to set a
tranquil mood on rainy days.
S360-1-1126
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La Habana

Modern Indie Pop Rock

The beat of the congas and the cry of the
trumpets are the essence of this selection of
Cuban songs.

Forget the mainstream! An uplifting and
energetic blend of today’s indie rock.
S360-1-114

S360-1-4019

Light Favourites
Create a smooth and mellow atmosphere with
a selection of instrumental covers of popular
tracks.
S360-1-039

Lounge Deluxe Bilingue
Modern and cutting-edge electro lounge with
atmospheric sounds.
S360-1-088

Lounge Deluxe
Modern and cutting-edge electro lounge with
atmospheric sounds.
S360-1-087

Lounge House
A selection of uplifting electronic songs, sunny
enough to set a summer mood no matter the
weather.
S360-1-448

Modern Soul
A contemporary take on the classic sound of
soul.
S360-1-048

Music for Children
Keep the little ones happy and entertained with a
music selection that’s just their size.
S360-1-057

Musique Pour Enfant
This one’s for the kiddos! A collection of Frenchlanguage children’s music that’s pure fun.
S360-1-058

New Wave and Alternative ‘80s
A blend of synth pop, alternatie rock and postpunk from the late ‘70s and ‘80s.
S360-1-1655

Nu Jazz

Mandarin

The new sound of jazz has been reinvigorated
with electronic overlays. Hip, cool, and oh-sotrendy!

An introduction into the Mandopop world.
Current hits, classic ballads and soft pop in
Mandarin. May contain sensitive material.

S360-1-025

S360-1-4037
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Nu Lounge

Quebec Country

Nice blend of refined lounge and easy-going
house music grooves.

The very best in francophone country music of
today and decades past.

S360-1-165

S360-1-129

Old School Soul

Quebec Indie

Classic jams from weathered soul veterans and
original Motown stars!

Discover the best Quebec indie rock and indie
pop left of the dial.

S360-1-2076

S360-1-030

Piano Moods

Quebec Palmarès

An exquisite collection of pop, classical and jazz
piano pieces that produce a serene ambiance.

All the the top charting hits from the French
Quebec scene.

S360-1-041

S360-1-029

Pop Oldies

Quebec Rock

This fun-filled selection of ‘50s and ‘60s classics
is the next best thing to having your own vintage
jukebox!

Amp up the energy with this collection of
powerful French-language rock tracks.
S360-1-032

S360-1-011

Popular Classical
History’s most beloved and acclaimed classical
melodies.
S360-1-040

Reggae
Sit back, relax, and let this selection take you on
a trip to the beautiful beaches of Jamaica. A full
catalogue of classic reggae jams so you can feel
the “riddim.”
S360-1-043

Quebec Classique
Take a trip down memory lane with the most
unforgettable Quebec songs of the ‘60s and ‘70s.
S360-1-031

Regional Mexican Hits
Dance the night away to the rythm of banda,
ranchera, mariachi, norteña and grupero.
S360-1-2075
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Ritmos Latinos

Smooth Blues

A captivating collection of exotic and spicy Latin
rhythms.

80 years of pure classic blues that create the
ultimate sophisticated, relaxed ambiance.

S360-1-044

S360-1-510

Rock Beginnings

Smooth FM

Nothing beats some good ol’ classic rock. Turn
back time and enjoy rebellious tracks of the late
‘50s and ‘60s.

A selections of mellow radio hits of the ‘70s and
‘80s that are laid-back and deliciously smooth.
S360-1-485

S360-1-2229

Rock Today

Smooth Jazz

Today’s most intriguing, inventive and promising
rockers, all on one channel covering the 2000s
and onward.

Smooth jazz, an offshoot of fusion jazz that
bears the influence of diverse musical genres
such as pop, rock and R&B, always creates a
sophisticated and relaxed ambiance.

S360-1-002

S360-1-064

Rockabilly Hits

Soft Rock & Pop

When you’re feeling a little rebellious, enjoy this
collection of ‘50s rockabilly classics, a genre born
in the heartland of the Southern United States.

A selection of soft rock & pop tracks of today
and decades past that are guaranteed to be a hit
with listeners of all ages.

S360-1-2166

S360-1-453

Romance Latino

Song Book

The perfect blend of the most romantic Latin
music melodies. The perfect side dish to a meal
for two.

Enjoy the acoustic stylings of beautifully crafted
songs by legendary singer-songwriters.
S360-1-026

S360-1-4025

Salsa/Merengue

Spa Ambient

The best of salsa merengue.

Ambient electronic sounds designed to calm the
senses and give the mind space to wander.

S360-1-4002

S360-1-150
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Spa Classical Music
The perfect selection of contemporary classical
music to set a tranquil mood.
S360-1-152

Spa Nature

Stingray FM
Progressive Holiday
An accessible and mainstream selection of
pop hits & Christmas songs from the past two
decades. Also available in a bilingual version
(English/French) as Stingray Hot FM Quebec
Noel Progressif (S360-1-237).
S360-1-222

A soothing selection of instrumental pieces
punctuated with nature sounds.
S360-1-151

Stingray FM Quebec

Spa Relaxation

The best French-language alternative and adult
pop from Quebec and the world!
S360-1-200

No need for nature sounds to unwind. Let these
soft electronic melodies and light piano notes
relax you.
S360-1-085

Spa Session
The ulimate spa music collection. Enjoy a blend
of instrumental melodies ranging from classical,
tranquil, to nature sounds.
S360-1-038

Standard Jazz
A mellow combination of timeless jazz vocal and
instrumental tracks interpreted by the greatest.
S360-1-463

Stingray FM
A collection for grown-ups that brings together
adult-pop and adult alternative tracks.
S360-1-451

Stingray Hot FM Quebec
Set the mood for fun! A perfectly balanced mix of
international pop and adult-pop hits and Frenchlanguage Quebec chart-toppers.
S360-1-201

Sunny Oldies
Enjoy the true golden oldies with this collection
of tracks guaranteed to put a smile on your face.
S360-1-475
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Tango

Total Hits - Americas

Ready for a bit of drama? Put on this sensuous
and passionate tango collection.

A mix of North-Central-South-American hits.
S360-1-4026

S360-1-702

The Best of Bossa Nova
This definitive collection of Brazilian jazz, samba,
bossa nova features all the greats from the early
‘50s to today.
S360-1-1006

Today’s Adult Pop
All of today’s trending pop ballads for a listening
experience that always hits the spot, no matter
the mood.

Touche Franco Electro
Warm contemporary French indie electronic
music.
S360-1-089

Trendy Grooves
A sophisticated mix of electro lounge and neo
soul for mature and discerning audiences.
S360-1-469

S360-1-116

Tropical House

Today’s Country & Pop Hits

House music with a beach vibe, incorporating
pan flutes, horns, guitars, and the steel drum.

Current pop and country hits. May contain
suggestive lyrics.

S360-1-254

S360-1-1656

Tween Pop

Today’s Latin Pop - Mexico

All you need to keep up with today’s hottest teen
pop is this collection of flawlessly catchy tracks.

A captivating collection of exotic and spicy Latin
rhythms.

S360-1-063

S360-1-4024

Ultimate ‘90s Hip-Hop

Today’s Party Pop

Revisit the golden age of hip-hop with these ‘90s
classics.

Look no further for all the high-energy pop tracks
hitting today’s charts.

S360-1-1107

S360-1-115
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Un souper Parisien
Bring Parisian flair to your day with this ultra-chic
collection of French-language songs.
S360-1-1040

Uptown
An eclectic and stylistically diverse collection of
tracks that all have something in common: their
silky smoothness! This channel sets an ambiance
worthy of the trendiest cocktail lounges.
S360-1-471

Urban Beats
Top 40 R&B hits, flawlessly blended with clean
hip-hop songs. It’s the perfect urban vibe.
S360-1-016
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Mainstream

Sophisticated

You won’t miss a beat with this family-friendly
blend of the biggest hits from the ‘90s all the
way to today’s hits.

A subtle mix of indie, soul, and lounge music for
those who crave refinement.
S360-SBI-024

S360-SBI-016

Throwback

Chill Cosmopolitan
Warm smooth vocals in a fusion of musical styles.

Relive the golden years of the ‘70s and ‘80s,
when disco, funk, rock, pop, and new wave
reigned supreme.

S360-SBI-038

S360-SBI-030

Defiant

Energetic

Unleash your inner rebel with a selection of
powerful rock, hip-hop, & blues sensations.

These high-energy tracks will keep your heart
rate up and your adrenaline flowing all day.

S360-SBI-007

S360-SBI-006

Elegant

Metropolitain

A chic and timeless collection of jazz and lounge
music to create an elegant atmosphere.

The perfect mix that reflects the heart of the
city fusing pop, hip-hop and R&B from the ‘90s
onward. Be the downtown of wherever you are.

S360-SBI-005

S360-SBI-019
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Jukebox
Time travel one nickel at a time. Jukebox revives
the soda shop favorites of the ‘50s and ‘60s.
S360-SBI-010

Reflective
Relax with a thoughtful collection of folk,
acoustic guitar & easy-listening indie rock.
S360-SBI-021

Reflective Bilingue
Relax with a thoughtful collection of folk,
acoustic guitar & easy-listening indie rock.
S360-SBI-020

Tranquility
An eclectic mix of serene soundscapes sure to
set a calming mood.
S360-SBI-031

Vibrant
Stay ahead of the trends with these feel-good
rhythms & melodies by today’s emerging artists.
S360-SBI-036

Vibrant Bilingue
Stay ahead of the trends with these feel-good
rhythms & melodies by today’s emerging artists.
S360-SBI-S360
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Feel-Good Tunes

St. Valentine

Bring your spirits up with this selection of great
sunny and lively songs.

Settle into a timeless selection of romantic
ballads & slow jams.

S360-1-265

S360-1-246

Halloween

Fête Nationale du Québec

Celebrate Halloween with these great creepy
classics.

Festive playlist of local Quebec artist, celebrating
La Fête Nationale.

S360-1-242

S360-1-240

St-Patrick

Oktoberfest

A collection of your favorite Irish folk &
traditional songs for St-Patrick’s day.

A mix of new and old German hits to compliment
your beer, bretzels and bratwurst.

S360-1-173

S360-1-4039

Canada Day

Cabane à Sucre

Celebrate Canada Day with this great variety of
Canadian music.

Traditional Quebec folk jigs & reels celebrating
sugar shack season.

S360-1-241

S360-1-261
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Christmas Favourites

Holiday Jazz

Holiday classics you know and love of the ‘60s,
‘70s, and ‘80s.

Classic & contemporary jazz artists performing
your favourite Christmas songs! The ultimate way
to create holiday magic.

S360-1-052

S360-1-051

Stingray Hot FM
Progressive Holiday

A Christmas Blend

An accessible and mainstream selection of
pop hits & Christmas songs from the past two
decades. Also available in a bilingual version
(English/French) as Stingray Hot FM Quebec
Noel Progressif (S360-1-237).

This wide-ranging selection of Holiday music
always sets a festive mood! Everyone will
enjoy this seasonable collection of loungestyle remixes, jazz tracks performed by the
masters, instrumental pieces, and traditional and
contemporary hits.

S360-1-233

S360-1-049

Contemporary Christmas

Best of the Holidays
from Stingray Business

The best in popular, contemporary Holiday music
with all your favourites of the ‘90s and ‘00s.
S360-1-053

Our Music Design team’s favourite holiday songs
for a fun, upbeat soundtrack to celebrate the
season. Hang a string of lights, decorate the tree,
and enjoy the best of Stingray Holiday music!
S360-1-1008
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Christmas Adult Alternative
& Indie Rock
Traditional & original Christmas songs interpreted
by today’s emerging alternative rock artists.
S360-1-245

Christmas Canadian Blend

Feliz Navidad
In need of sunshine this Christmas? Some Latin
pop, salsa and bolero will get you in the Holiday
spirit in no time.
S360-1-2227

Hit List Progressive Holiday

Festive holiday tracks from some classic
Canadian artists.

Keep up with what’s hot on today’s charts with
this skillfully curated collection of hit songs and
modern Christmas songs.

S360-1-110

S360-1-217

Christmas Cocktails

Instrumental Christmas

A stylish and modern twist on the Holiday
classics you’ve grown up with.

Instrumental tracks that will put everyone in a
merry, Holiday mood.

S360-1-050

S360-1-054

Christmas Favourites Bilingue

Noël Franco Contemporain

Holiday classics you know and love of the ‘60s,
‘70s, and ‘80s with 40% French content.

Santa is sure to come down your chimney when
he hears these recent French-language Holiday
favourites.

S360-1-248

S360-1-056

Contemporary Christmas
Bilingue
The best in popular, contemporary Holiday music;
all your favourites of the ‘90s and ‘00s with 40%
French content.

Noël Franco Folklorique
Francophone Quebec Folklore music, perfect for
the Holiday season.
S360-1-1000

S360-1-249
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Noël Franco Folklorique Blend
& Stingray Hot FM Quebec
A perfectly balanced mix of international pop,
adult-pop hits and Francophone Quebec folklore
music for the Holiday season.
S360-1-1100

Noël Franco Retro
Celebrate the Holidays the old-fashioned way
with these French-language classics of the ‘60s,
‘70s, and ‘80s.
S360-1-055

R&B and Soulful Holiday
A blend of classic and new R&B/soul music.
S360-1-259

Stingray FM Progressive
Holiday
A collection for grown-ups that brings together
adult-pop, adult alternative and a blend of
Christmas pop & vintage tracks.
S360-1-222
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